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One of the thorniest and most intriguing problems in the philosophy of religion has

been the tension between man's free will and God's omniscience--or more exactly,

His foreknowledge.  For if He knows in advance what we will do, in what sense can

our doing it be free?: the limited sense of the compatibilist perhaps, but that does not

really satisfy: It works around the problem rather than working to resolve it.  A

standard answer, dating to at least Maimonides, is that the phrase "in advance" is

misused.  What God knows, He knows timelessly: time is a measure of change in the

material and the corporeal; God is outside the realm of the material and the

corporeal: His knowledge is therefore qualitatively different from ours and exists, as

it were, above and without time.1  This answer, too, seems to work around the

problem rather than addressing it squarely.

In this paper, we sketch a partial resolution to this classical problem by concentrating

not so much on God's omniscience as on His omnipotence.  Of course, His

omnipotence poses no direct problem for free will, since it is understood that any

agents that He has decided to make autonomous will, up to the limits of their

autonomy, be free actors.  But while God does not control the autonomy of free-willed

agents, He certainly does control the environment within which they act; in fact, He

controls it omnipotently, i.e. completely.

In an article in Mind,2 "The Mathematical Pull of Temptation," we put forth a theory

of temptation that can be used to show how God's omnipotence matters, how it can

be used to rescue His omniscience in the face of free-willed agents.  Let us briefly

review this theory.

It is assumed by preachers and laymen alike that our steadfastness when presented

with an object of temptation depends on (a) our character, and (b) the tempting

strength of the object.  To paraphrase Henry Ward Beecher on character and



temptation:  Temptations without imply desires within.  A man ought not to say "How

powerfully the devil tempts," but "How strongly I am tempted."3  As for the pull of the

object, it is the conventional view that the stronger it is, the more likely we are to

succumb and the less likely we are to resist.4

We put forward an alternative account of temptation which suggests that both

character and the object of temptation may not, in some cases, be considerations,

let alone the dominant considerations, in explaining behavior in the face of

temptation.

We arranged a simple thought experiment, which we referred to as the red case.  A

man is placed in a solitary room with a red button and nothing else.  For twenty-four

hours, he remains alone in that room.  Pressing the red button at any time initiates

a sequence of sinful events which will culminate in his obtaining the object of his

temptation.  However slight the pull of the temptation behind the red button, it is a

man of very rare will who will be able to resist its continuous lure.  The man, that is,

is as weak as weakest moment and the red case is conjunctive in nature: A

conjunction is as false as its falsest conjunct.

We also arranged the converse thought experiment, which we referred to as the

black case.  A man has already initiated a sequence of events which will result in his

obtaining the object of his temptation.  Now, he is placed in a solitary room with a

black button and nothing else.  For twenty-four hours, he remains alone in that room.

Pressing the black button just once disrupts the sequence of events that would

otherwise produce for him the object of his temptation, and the temptation will have

been successfully resisted.  However strong the pull of the tempting object, the pull

of conscience nearly guarantees that the man will leave his confinement having

pressed the black button.  The man, that is, is as strong as his strongest moment and

the black case is disjunctive in nature: A disjunction is as true as its truest disjunct.

We continued by presenting the mathematics behind these intuitions.  Even if the

man in the red case is a very good man, one who normally resists temptation, and

even if we can quantify this judgment by saying that a priori, and without our



intervention and the lure of the red button, he would succumb to a single presentation

of the tempting object only one time in one hundred (and this number does depend

on the object), simple probability calculations show that for the 4800 presentations

in the red case he is virtually certain (1 - .994800) to succumb.  (See [2] for more details

and for the derivation of 4800.)  Likewise, even if the man in the black case is very

easily swayed by the slightest of desires, and even if we can quantify this judgment

by saying that a priori, and without our intervention and the pull of the black button,

he would succumb to a single presentation of the tempting object fully ninety-nine

times in one hundred (and, again, this number does depend on the object), simple

probability calculations show that for the 4800 chances he will have to resist a single

presentation he is virtually certain (1 - .994800) to resist it.  Notice that in either case

switching .99 and .01 would make no perceptible difference for any significant

number of opportunities to succumb or resist.

Now, God's omnipotence places Him in control of the opportunity structure of the

world with which we are all daily faced, while man's autonomous will places him

(primarily) in control of the likelihood of his succumbing or resisting an opportunity

(what we call character), so the man-God interaction comes down to ab, with man in

control of a and God in control of b, and as everyone knows, b dominates a.  That is

the crux of the (partial) resolution of the tension between omniscience and free will:

God sets up the opportunity structure within which we sin or do good and He can

force an outcome out of even truly free actors, and even when He does not force an

outcome, it may be plain to Him as a simple result of His knowledge of both a and b

and his complete control over b.  Since we would not expect forcing or prior-

knowledge-without-forcing for each of man's actions, our solution remains partial, but

it does suggest an avenue of thought and research on this millennia-old problem.
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